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Separating from a
spouse or partner
is difficult.

We all know people whose
relationships have failed but we
never expect it to happen to us. It
does not matter which spouse
chose to separate, the pain and
confusion in the first 6 months can
be overwhelming. You may find
yourself moving from feelings of
sadness and loss, to anger and
resentment. This is all normal and
you will get through it all.


Those first few weeks are the
most difficult. You are vulnerable
and depressed and need to deal
with some difficult issues: 

How will you and your partner tell the kids?

How will you share the parenting?

Where will you live?

How will you divide your property?

How will we avoid a long and expensive
legal battle?
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As you look forward, you are likely
wondering what rights you have
and what strategy you need to adopt
to ensure the best outcome for you
and the children. Understand this:
the disputes between you and your
spouse will be driven 70% by
emotion and 30% by law. Knowing
your rights is not enough, you also
need to understand what emotional
undercurrents are motivating your
spouse and yourself. 
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Yes, you need to look inward and
understand your own emotions and
how those feelings affect decisions.
Hurt and bitterness can cause you
actual financial damage by driving
irrational decisions. 


The good news is that you really can
avoid a great deal of stress and
financial pain if you and your former
partner work cooperatively to
resolve differences. It will not be
easy or enjoyable, but there are
separations where both sides keep
their dignity and move on positively
to the next phase of their lives.



Take a breath and keep reading.
Here are a few important things to
think about and do.  
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TALK WITH YOUR PARTNER
Do not let your emotions
guide your decisions.
Communication may be difficult
and can be one sided but keep
trying. Calm, concise and clear
communication with your partner
can resolve misunderstandings
which contribute to conflict. If you
sense that a breakup is coming,
discuss the issue with your partner.
If it is your decision to separate, be
honest about your decision. If it is
your partner who wants to leave,
take some time to pull your
thoughts together, get support and
plan out your next steps.
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In the early stages you and your
former partner may be in different
stages of acceptance, and so you
should approach this life change
with understanding and flexibility.
Many parties look to counselling
and mediation to help clarify each
party’s expectations, but you may
find that counselling and mediation
are tools most effective after an
initial cooling down period.  

One of the biggest difficulties early
on, and often through the process,
is being realistic about what you
want and what you should expect
as an outcome of your separation.
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TALK WITH YOUR
CHILDREN
If your children are 6 years or older,
it is important to talk to them about
the restructuring of the family. It
will not be an easy thing for you to
do and you likely need to explain it
several times.

Talking with your children will be
particularly difficult because younger
children may not have the cognitive
and language tools to understand
what is happening.  


Speak in a way that makes sense to
them and encourage them to ask
questions and communicate their
feelings and concerns. If possible, sit
down and have the discussion
together with your partner, taking
care not to blame each other. Your
child may struggle with the same
feelings you are experiencing: anger,
tears, blame and confusion.


Separation hurts you and it hurts
your child, but the degree of harm
suffered by your child depends
greatly on your ability to remain
amicable and cooperative with the
other parent.
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On your way out...
Mail

Consider redirecting your mail to a new address, perhaps a family
member or a close friend.


Email

Set up new email account and access this email account from a secure
computer or smartphone.

Password

Change passwords to media, internet banking and other accounts.

Banking

Open a new bank account and apply for a separate credit card. You may
need to transfer funds from a joint account to your separate account.

Money

You will need money to pay expenses so understand what your financial
needs are and put enough money aside.

Redirect your income into your

separate account and transfer funds into the joint account when needed
for joint expenses.

Personal 


Move your important and irreplaceable items from the family residence to

Items

a secure location.

Documents

Copy important documents such as bank statements and real estate
purchase and financing records.

Place your personal documents (birth and marriage certificate, passports)
somewhere safe. Make working copies.

Personal 


If you feel unsafe contact the police and let them know about your

Safety

situation. Although leaving the home should be a last resort,

you might

want to prepare for the possibility. Sometimes circumstances are such
that leaving is necessary.
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THE FAMILY
RESIDENCE
One of the biggest decisions
early on is who gets to stay in
the family residence. The
mechanics of living “separate
and apart” can be seriously
complicated by the high cost of
living. Affordability of housing is
a factor that keeps many parties
living under the same roof, even
after the relationship has ended. 





DIVIDING
FINANCES AND
PROPERTIES
A damily break-up means that you
will need to divide your finances
and property. Spend some time
thinking about how your financial
assets and property will be divided
and be realistic about your
expectations. Think about the
following:

You may need to find a way to
live in the same home until you
and your former partner have
agreed on an interim support
arrangement that will permit
you both to live in your separate
residences. 
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How will you support yourself?

How will your former partner support themselves?

Who is responsible for any expenses associated with the children, like their
extra-curricular activities?

What joint bills and debts do you have and who is responsible for which expense?

Who will stay in the family residence and who will move out?

Do any accounts (such as utilities) need to be closed or ownership changed?

How will the mortgage and rent be paid?

What will happen to the joint bank accounts?

What will happen to the family residence, cars, furniture and other assets?

Do you need to sever the Joint Tenancy on the property or take other steps to protect
any of your assets?
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FINAL
STEP

We will help you find the
good in good-bye.

It makes sense to confirm your
separation date in writing. You can
do this by emailing your partner and
advising or confirming that the
relationship is terminated. Keep the
email simple, short and unemotional.
Neither you nor your partner need to
provide a reason for the end of the
relationship, and it is best that
neither side ask for a reason.  


Although the Court cannot grant a
divorce until you have been living
separate and apart, for one year, you
can start the process towards
restructuring your life immediately. 
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CONSULT A LAWYER
Consult a Family Lawyer for legal
advice. At the Deer Lake Law
Group, our Family Lawyers can
help you understand your rights
and responsibilities and avoid
confusion so you can
comtemplate your next steps.


Knowing your rights and
understanding the legal process
does not commit you to a long
and costly legal battle. In fact, it
can help you find a mutually
satisfactory settlement quicker
and with less conflict.  




WANT TO TALK?
Deer Lake Law Group is an
experienced team of family
lawyers who are passionate about
achieving the best possible legal
results for our clients. 

We will help you identify your
options and potential outcomes. 


Call us for a confidential chat on

(604) 430-2345. We’re here to help.  






Restructuring your Life
• Engaging a Family Mediator to facilitate a resolution of all

issues with equal input from both spouses, and providing to you a
Memorandum of Understanding



• Engaging a Family Lawyer to prepare a Separation Agreement

that divides the family assets, determines child support and
parenting arrangements, as well as spousal support, based on your
instructions and in anticipation of a negotiated settlement



• Engaging a Family Lawyer to start a Court action against your

former spouse immediately (if you do not believe that your former
partner can negotiate fairly with you)


This publication provides general information of an introductory nature. It is not intended and should not be relied upon as a substitute for
legal or other professional advice. While every care has been taken in the production of this publication, no legal responsibility or liability
is accepted, warranted or implied by the authors or the Deer Lake Law Group and any liability is hereby expressly disclaimed.
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